
Introduction

The COVID19 pandemic has highlighted the
need for having well resourced pathogen
sequencing facilities. Public awareness of
genome sequencing was increased by the
media coverage of ‘variants’, but there is
little understanding of sequencing among
affected communities, policymakers,
government personnel and academic
stakeholders.

The ‘Covid Kurakani’ project, funded by
Wellcome Trust, is a supplement to the
COVID genomic surveillance project,
Epidemic Intelligence (EI).

COVID KURAKANI (Covid Conversations) : Understanding 
stakeholder perceptions of COVID19 sequencing in Nepal

Objectives of the Panel discussion series

• to gain an understanding of community and 
stakeholder perceptions of the Epidemic 
Intelligence virus sequencing research and 
project findings, 

• improve communication and understanding of 
the project results 

Target Audiences
1. Participants of the Epidemic

Intelligence research
2. District health officials and healthcare

workers from Epidemic Intelligence
partner hospitals

3. Academics and laboratory staff from
institutions considering developing
sequencing capacity

About the Panel Discussion
The COVID Kurakani panel discussion series is a
series of three television talk programs, to be
recorded live in the form of moderated panel
discussions of 2 hours (approx.), in Biratnagar,
Kathmandu and Nepalgunj and then edited to
generate three 30 minutes programmes for
broadcast on ‘This Morning Live’ in Galaxy 4K
Channel.
The panel discussion series will comprise of
dialogues among stakeholders of the EI project to
improve understanding of the need for, and
importance of the pathogen genomic sequencing
in the response to emerging diseases.

It will also help the researchers, public health
professionals and policy makers to understand
the public stakeholders’ perceptions, concerns
and perceived benefits of sequencing to improve
the design of future sequencing activities.



This Participant Information Note gives you important information the COVID Kurakani project

and the panel discussion. You will be given a copy of this form to keep. Please take the time to

review this information; you are free to talk to the BNMT member about the project and ask them

any questions you have.

1. Why am I being invited to participate in the Covid Kurakani panel discussion?

You are being invited to take part in the COVID Kurakani panel discussion because you are one of

the target audience of the project. You will be engaged in dialogue with the Epidemic Intelligence

research team and public health experts, so that the research team can understand your

perception and improve communication of the Epidemic Intelligence research implementation

and project findings.

2. What will happen if I agree to participate? How will I be involved in the Panel Discussion?

If you agree to participate in the discussion as an audience member, you will be requested to

submit your questions for the panel discussion to one of the project members. Your questions

could be around EI research, project findings, COVID19 pandemic and pathogen sequencing.

These questions will then be reviewed and selected for discussion by the panel.

You will receive a formal email invitation for the program and if you prefer, project information

will be read to you by the EI project team.

On the day of the panel discussion, the selected questions will be posed by the audience member

submitting the question. The panel discussion will take about 3 hours of your time. We will

provide you with a small compensation of cash value of Nepalese rupees 1000 for your time and

travel. The panel discussion will be recorded and broadcasted in popular television show, This

Morning Live, in the Galaxy 4K television.

3. Can I refuse to participate in this panel discussion?

Your participation in the panel discussion is voluntary. You will have the right to withdraw at any

time without giving reasons for the withdrawal.
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